
The Next Generation in High Definition Masking Screen Technology

Turn Ordinary Theater into Extraordinary Theater
with AutoMask by Vutec

AutoMask
BY VUTEC

From The Leader In Video Projection Screen Technology...
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Without AutoMask With AutoMask

Vutec AutoMask-H
The advanced engineered 

AutoMask-H series 
Theater Masking 

Screens are designed 
for Multi-Purpose room 
environments.  Created 

for the discriminating 
viewer that demands the 

HD experience, Vutec’s 
AutoMask-H series delivers 
unparalleled performance.

The AutoMask-H series 
features the ability to 
mask a standard (16:9) 

HDTV image from both 
top and bottom to create 

a theater experience 
while watching your 
favorite film in the 

traditional wide screen 
movie format (2:35:1).

AutoMask-H 
masking systems 
have been 
designed with a 
precision motorized 
“mask to screen 
surface tolerances” 
that deliver 
superior masking 
and trouble free 
operation.

HDTV 92" Diagonal 16:9 format
Movie 87" Diagonal 2:35:1 format

Sizes Start at:

HDTV 123" Diagonal 16:9 format
Movie 116" Diagonal 2:35:1 format

Up To:

Vutec’s new automated Masking System reflects 
the advanced engineering and superiority in 

design with the same precision and attention to 
detail that our reputation has been built on for 

over three decades.



Without AutoMask With AutoMask

Vutec AutoMask-V

AutoMask series features a variety of popular 
standard screen sizes to choose from.

AutoMask features Vutec’s BriteWhite screen fabric, and several other 
screen finishes available including: PearlBrite, SoundScreen, GreyDove 
and Vutec’s award winning SilverStar High Definition, High Gain screen. 
The 5" frame is finished in Black Velvet to complement any Theater 
interior. 

The AutoMask series features “installer friendly” ease of assembly; and 
comes with a Vutec 1 Year Warranty.  All AutoMask screens are crafted 
in the U.S.A. 

The AutoMask–V 
Series is designed for 

the discriminating film 
enthusiast who demands the 

“Full Theater Experience”.  
The AutoMask–V series 

Masking Screens feature 
two vertical masking panels 

that have been designed for 
use with anamorphic lens 

projectors for the dedicated 
Theater environment.

AutoMask-V 
series features 

the native 
wide screen 

movie (2:35:1)  
CinemaScope 
format, that 
masks the 

screen image 
down to HDTV 

16:9 format. 

AutoMask-V 
masking systems 
has been designed 
with precision 
“mask to screen 
surface tolerances” 
that deliver superior 
vertical masking 
capabilities and 
trouble free 
performance.  

Movie 115" diagonal 
2:35:1 format
HDTV 92" diagonal 
16:9 format

Sizes Start  at:

Movie 153" Diagonal 
2:35:1 format
HDTV 123" Diagonal 
16:9 format

Up To:

HDTV viewing

Movie viewing
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